We use a microfabricated ecology with a doxorubicin gradient and population fragmentation to produce a strong Darwinian selective pressure that drives forward the rapid emergence of doxorubicin resistance in multiple myeloma (MM) cancer cells. RNA sequencing of the resistant cells was used to examine (i) emergence of genes with high de novo substitution densities (i.e., hot genes) and (ii) genes never substituted (i.e., cold genes). The set of cold genes, which were 21% of the genes sequenced, were further winnowed down by examining excess expression levels. Both the most highly substituted genes and the most highly expressed never-substituted genes were biased in age toward the most ancient of genes. This would support the model that cancer represents a revision back to ancient forms of life adapted to high fitness under extreme stress, and suggests that these ancient genes may be targets for cancer therapy.
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cancer | emergence | ancient genes | cold | hot M ultiple myeloma (MM), a hematologic cancer that develops in the bone marrow, is usually incurable because chemotherapy resistance emerges (1) . The emergence of resistance may be largely due to the fact that bone marrow represents a very complex environment, due to the spatial heterogeneity of the bone marrow structure and the nonuniform distributions of nutrient, oxygen, and drug (during chemotherapeutic treatment) (2) . Recent studies of the bone marrow represent an ideal ecology to be reproduced by microfluidic systems, with designed in vitro complex environments with a functional hematopoietic niche (3) . Glucose gradient or chemotherapy gradients have been used to study the phenotypic progression of cancer in complex environments (4, 5) ; now we add the compartmentalization of small, possibly clonal, communities within the gradient. Just as rapid fixation of drug-resistant bacterial mutants in a metapopulation can occur in an environment with drug gradients and connected microhabitats (6) (7) (8) , we demonstrate that an ecologically designed microenvironment, with drug gradients and connected microhabitats, can drive the rapid emergence of resistance in MM. We then use transcriptome sequencing of the far more complex (than in bacteria) genomic substitution patterns in the evolved MM cancer cells to address the question: What is the role of both substitutions and nonsubstitutions in the evolved genomes of the resistant cells in driving drug resistance?
In our previous work, we analyzed the 2D motions of metastatic breast cancer cells at the single-cellular level within a drug gradient without any local population bottlenecks (5) . These experiments lasted for 72 h (at most, three generations), and there were no microhabitats within drug gradients, nor was any genomic analysis made. Here we designed connected microhabitats (hexagonal arrays) in the cell region to mimic the porous bone marrow structure, creating a metapopulation within the drug gradient with local fixation possibilities and invasion of more-fit mutants into higher-toxicity environments (6) , and then analyzed the genomic changes that emerged in such a short time.
A critical part of this paper is the frequency of substitutions and nonsubstitutions in the resistant cells that emerge. Certainly, substitutions play a general role in the evolution of drug resistance and, therefore, targeted therapy could require a mutational event to provide cancer cells with a strategy around the therapy. However, we also know that duplication of key genes is common. This is a well-known evolutionary event that allows asexually reproducing species to maximize their adaptability and overcome Mueller's ratchet (9) . Gene duplication can also be one of the causes of upregulation of proteins. We will examine this aspect in this paper.
Materials and Methods
Our device is composed of an array of hexagons, with small passageways connecting the six sides of the hexagons with adjacent ones. The array is a rectangular shape with two parallel channels maintaining the boundary concentrations of drug (Fig. 1) . Our protocol was to first inoculate the device with cells without a drug gradient and incubate the cells for 24 h to ensure that the cells were alive and formed a uniform layer (Fig. 1C) . Once this was achieved, a drug gradient was put across the culture chamber by turning on two syringes containing growth media alone and growth media containing doxorubicin (Fig. 1D) . The gradient became stable within 30 min, and the drug concentration decreased linearly from the high side to the zero side (Fig. S1) .
Emergence of doxorubicin resistance occurred on the time scale of days in wild-type parental MM with a high-end doxorubicin concentration of 20 nM [×5 the IC 50 under continuous exposure (10) ] maintained in the top channel Significance There are two broad components of information dynamics in cancer evolution. One involves permanent changes in which genes are subject to gain or loss-of-function substitutions. This is well established and the main focus of cancer research. The other component is the information in the human genome and preservation of that content. The cancer cell potentially has access to all of this and can upregulate or downregulate any number of strategies used for survival and proliferation during embryogenesis, development, and normal adaptation to environmental stresses. We suggest that nonsubstituted genes may be critical targets for chemotherapy; these nonmutated genes may be the most fundamental ones for preservation of cancer cell fitness, especially if their expression level changes. To whom correspondence should be addressed. Email: austin@princeton.edu. (Dox+ in Fig. 2A ). Despite the presence of doxorubicin, MM cells grew well and formed colonies initially near the nutrient channel (Dox− in Fig. 2A ). Near the Dox+ channel, initially, MM growth was inhibited for 3 d, but resistant colonies ultimately appeared in a nonuniform manner across the gradient, as seen in Fig. 2B . The total increase in cell coverage during the experiment was only ×4 (from 15% to 60% as shown in Fig. 3A ), indicating that, in the absence of cell death, only two generations of cells had passed before significant resistance had emerged. However, the increase in cell density was greatest at the midpoint of the gradient, where the doxorubicin concentration is still ×2 the IC 50 , indicating the emergence of resistance across the gradient, and cell density proceeded toward the higher doxorubicin concentrations. Note that the overall population density only increases by a factor of ×4 in our 9-d experiments, which indicates that only four cell division cycles have occurred. Thus, the evolution of drug resistance in this experiment is relatively fast in terms of generation cycles.
We performed two control experiments to demonstrate the necessity of a drug gradient for the emergence of resistant MM cells. For experiment 1, we grew 10 6 cells in three tissue culture flasks with 10 nM of doxorubicin (replenished every 4 d). The choice of 10 nM is approximately driven by (i) ×2 the IC 50 for this drug in a well-mixed tube and (ii) is midway in our gradient, where we see maximal growth in our device (see Fig. 2B ). After 14 d, all of the cells lost viability based on trypan blue staining, demonstrating that the emergence of drug resistance cannot be achieved by a conventional single step of drug selection (11) . For experiment 2, to confirm that the doxorubicin gradient instead of extracellular matrix induced the doxorubicin resistance in MM (12, 13), we pumped 10 nM of doxorubicin at both side channels of our devices, so that the concentration of drug was uniform at 10 nM throughout the microhabitat culture region, and compared the growth curves of MM with that in the same devices with doxorubicin gradient (0−20 nM per 2 mm) ( for 1 wk to expand the population size in the absence of stress. Then, the dose-response was performed to characterize resistance of DR cells versus the wild type (the parental MM cells, WT) ( Fig. 3B ) (SI Text). We found that the degree of cross-resistance (the IC 50 of DR vs. WT) after 48 h of doxorubicin exposure increased 16-fold. This degree of cross-resistance required 10 mo to achieve by conventional protocols using step-wise increases of doxorubicin (10) , indicating the more rapid ability of the MM cells to adapt to mutagenic stresses in a complex microenvironment, of profound impact to MM mortality in vivo. Sampling MM cells from different regions within the drug gradient might unveil the degrees of resistance that emerged along the gradient. Ideally, spatially resolved sequencing along the drug gradient would allow construction of the resistance phylogeny trajectory. At this point, we grouped the cells from the gradient for dose-response characterization (Fig. 3B ) and for sequencing analyses, so we have to leave where the resistance evolves along the gradient and the true role of chemotaxis as an open question.
RNA Sequencing Analysis of Resistant Cells
We performed RNA sequencing analysis of WT and DR samples to identify the expressed substitutions, single-nucleotide variants comparing with human reference genome (GRCh37), and differential expression levels of genes after the emergence of resistance. Note that the observed substitutions from sequencing data are the convolution of mutation and selection, although, in many cases of synonymous substitutions, there probably is no selection at work.
We sequenced four samples; two were samples that evolved in the drug gradient (D) and two were grown in the device without any drug (WT). Each sample was composed of 10 4 cells collected from three microfluidic devices running simultaneously under the same conditions. Although there is certainly a spatial dependence to the evolved genomes in the DR cells, in this preliminary paper, we grouped all of the cells on the gradient together. Table S1 gives the total number of reads, and Table S2 gives the total number of covered bases in two separate sequencing runs. Dataset S1 gives the expression levels of the genes (10,714 genes) that we detected based on the read abundance.
By no means were all of the roughly 20,000 genes in the human reference genome (Genome Reference Consortium GRCh37) successfully sequenced at high enough high exon coverage for single nucleotide variant (SNV) density analysis of the gene. Investigation of the substitution density that occurred in the subset of genes that we were confident in was done by comparison of the substitutions in the transcriptome of initial MM cells (WT) and the evolved resistant cancer MM cells (DR) to the human reference genome (Genome Reference Consortium GRCh37); this yielded the number of substitutions within a given gene in both the WT and the DR cells. With this > 80% cut, we were left with 785 genes where we could confidently compute the SNV density for both the incoming WT and the evolved DR cells. Assuming that 3,804 genes is a minimal set of genes to be expressed at a given time (14), we tested SNV in/out density for ∼20% of the expected fraction of expressed genes at any one time. Thus, this work presents only a snapshot of the full genomic changes occurring in the progression of resistance in our device.
Of the 785 genes where we could do SNV density analysis, we called SNVs that were not present in WT but are found in the evolved cell genome DR de novo substitutions. Fig. S2 summarizes the criteria for successfully sequenced genes. Dataset S2 lists the genomic coordinates of all de novo SNVs in the DR cells.
Only a relatively small fraction (on the order of 20%) of the substitutions were nonsynonymous; the majority were presumably neutral, carried along during evolution as "passenger substitutions." Table S3 presents the fraction of nonsynonymous substitutions.
Length matters in calculation of SNV of the density in genes that have genetic substitutions. The absolute number of substitutions in a given gene, that is, the numbers of SNVs per gene, is widely applied as a way to find putative drivers of adaptation (15) . However, genes vary tremendously in length, ranging from hundreds to millions of bases in total (intron and exon) length as shown in Fig. S3 , a histogram of the number of canonical human genes versus length. Of course, if substitutions are random, then longer genes will show more substitutions than shorter genes; this does not mean that they are hot spots for substitutions, but rather that they are simply longer. The SNV density should not be a function of length in the random mutation model if there are no hot genes. For each gene(i) we are confident in assigning substitution densities, which we call the "per base substitution density" R i as the number of de novo substitutions M i divided by the length in base pairs of the successfully sequenced exon region (covered with > 20 reads) L i . Because, at most, three substitutions were found in a gene, the binary nature of a substation in a given gene yields the nested curves shown in Fig. 4 . We thus set the per gene substation density ρ (substitutions/bp) by dividing by the length L of the gene to correct for the smaller target size of short genes. Likewise, if we saw two substitutions, then the rate is 2/L, etc. Fig. 4 shows a nested set, because the substitution rates are quantized at the gene scale, and a set of ascending curves as one approaches the origin (because of the 1=L effect by pure chance alone). However, note that as L decreases, one has many more genes. Averaging over the number of genes in a given window size, in our case 500 bp as shown in Fig. 4 , gives a better representation of the density of substitution versus length. This process flattens the nested curves into a single curve, but there is still a tendency for more substitutions to occur in short genes compared with long genes.
The mean substitution density hμi is low enough that, even in the DR cells, most genes do not have substitutions, and hence presumably the substitutions per gene are governed by Poisson statistics (16) . The power of the test is commonly set as 80% (17) . Therefore, we followed the flowchart shown in Fig. S4 to determine successfully sequenced genes.
Margins of error in the per base substitution density on a given gene were determined by calculating the probability of the measured substitution density given the mean substitution density, assuming a binomial error distribution (SI Text). Genes with rates of substitutions, using the Bonferroni method (18) , that were outside 95% confidence intervals (CI) from hμi we call hypermutated genes. Of the 785 successfully sequenced genes, 251 genes had at least one de novo SNV, and 163 genes were never mutated in DR nor WT samples, which we called cold genes. Cold genes represented 21% of the successfully sequenced genes, a sizable fraction.
Hot and Cold Genes
We call the genes with more than expected de novo nonsynonymous substitutions hot genes, and ignored synonymous replacements or nonsense replacements. We found 2,617 de novo SNVs, including 446 missense substitutions and 56 nonsense substitutions. In total, 439 genes had at least one de novo nonsynonymous SNVs. Among these genes, 45 genes were successfully sequenced (20X for 80% exon region).
We used the standard test for each successfully sequenced gene with de novo nonsynonymous SNV. Given a uniform probability for each position in a gene, a one-tailed binomial test was used to assess whether the observed substitution rate was significantly higher or lower than the binomial distribution. The mean substitution rate was calculated by the number of nonsynonymous SNVs divided by the total number of successfully sequenced bases (502=13,714,589 = 3.7 × 10 −5 ). For each gene, the probability of detecting more substitutions than observed (P value) was calculated by the extreme upper tail binomial cumulative distribution function in Matlab.
Then, we performed multiple hypotheses tests using the standard Bonferroni procedure to look for significantly hypermutated genes. Given P values for 45 genes (P 1 , . . . P 45 ) to be tested at significance level α = 0.05, we rejected null hypothesis (that the gene has expected number of substitutions) if P i < α 45 = 1.1 × 10 3 . These significantly hypermutated genes are shown in Table 1 .
These hot genes are involved in various biological functions such as apoptotic process, cell cycle, protein folding, cell division, metabolic process, oxidation−reduction process, and DNA topological change. Because the mechanism of action of doxorubicin includes topoisomerase II inhibition, DNA intercalation, and free radical generation, the abnormally high nonsynonymous substitution rates in these hot genes such as type 2 topoisomerase (TOP2B) may play a crucial role in elevated doxorubicin resistance in experiment.
In the subset of never-mutated (cold) genes, we restricted analysis to genes that had exceptionally high and low expression levels relative to the input WT cells, under the assumption that, among the large number of never-substituted genes, those with large changes in expression levels are playing a role in increase in the fitness of the resistant cells that emerged from our experiment. Because we did not do DNA sequencing, it was impossible to determine if expression-level changes relative to the input WT cells are due to copy number variations and/or changes in transcription factors. The relative expression levels of genes in DR vs. WT samples were based on the abundance of RNA reads (fragments per kilomegabases, FPKM) mapped to genes, as shown in Dataset S1 (SI Text). The log 2 ratio of DR to WT expression levels, log 2 ðFPKM DR =FPKM WT Þ, describes how much the expression levels changed after exposure to doxorubicin gradient. In other words, the greater (or less) the log 2 ratio for a given gene, the more it is upregulated (or downregulated) in DR samples. Histograms of numbers of all sequenced genes (with FPKM > 0.1 in both WT and DR samples) vs. log 2 ratio of expression levels are shown in Fig. S4 .
The cold genes with extreme changes in expression levels seem to code for essential cellular functions, as shown in Tables 2 and  3 . Upregulated PRDX4 is associated with spermatogenesis and oxidation−reduction process; upregulated PGK1 is associated with glycolysis and phosphorylation; downregulated PSMC1 is associated with cell cycle, DNA damage response, and apoptosis; downregulated ASB3 is associated with protein ubiquitination; downregulated RPS5 and RPLP0 are associated with translation. Although these zero-substitution genes shared by DR and WT cells do not directly explain drug resistance in DR samples, they could provide insights on protected regions of the genome during malignancy transformation.
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0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000 18000 The cold genes with large expression level changes are presumably important genes that cannot be substituted easily because they play a key role in fitness of the cells. It has been suggested that these cold genes might actually be very ancient genes representing a core functionality that cancer uses to maintain a basic fitness under high-stress conditions, as, presumably, early lifeforms must have experienced (19, 20) .
SUBSTITUTION RATE
It is possible to estimate roughly the age of genes by assessing the relative positions of the gene homologs in a phylogenetic tree. Such an analysis is shown in Fig. 5 . We show there the histogram of calculated gene ages versus the human genome containing over 19,000 genes (solid black line) and the histogram of cold genes from our experiment. We found that the cold, zeromutation genes we detected are older, on average, then all human genes, with the average age of 1.7 ± 1.0 billion years, compared with 19,786 human genes with an average age of 1.3 ± 0.9 billion years. The error bars, quite large, are simply a measure of the widths of the distributions and not a measure of the errors associated with this analysis, which are difficult to quantify at this stage. However, the large outliers of zero-mutation genes at 3.5 billion years of age are significant.
Discussion
We observed that, in a chemotherapy gradient landscape, resistance of MM cells to doxorubicin can emerge rapidly, as we expected from our bacterial work on antibiotic resistance emergence (8) . We show that cold genes are more protected than many evolutionary conserved genes (21) . We found that genes associated with nucleosome assembly and protein folding tend to mutate rapidly, whereas ancient genes associated with spermatogenesis, oxidation−reduction, and glycolysis are possibly protected and abnormally upregulated as a consequence of acquired drug resistance. The trade-offs may be associated with energy and time limitation in a harsh environment (22) and may be a strategy of cancer cells to evolve rapidly.
Because larger proteins have more surface area and more connections, it has been suggested that they encode more essential cellular functions than smaller proteins across various species (23) . Also, ancient genes have been shown to evolve more slowly, and hence are cold, and express more "core" functional proteins compared with young genes (24, 25) . As shown in Fig. 5 , we observed the selection for the abnormally regulated ancient genes with slow evolution rate in emerged resistant cancer. Our sequencing results for emergence of resistant cancer address the integration on gene length, evolutionary rates, functional essentiality, and evolutionary ages; these properties have occurred in other species for guiding the animal body plans (25) .
To be clear, we think there are two broad components of information dynamics in cancer evolution. One involves permanent changes in which genes are subject to gain or loss-of-function substitutions. This is well established and, unfortunately, the main focus of cancer research. The other component is the information in the human genome that is not mutated and in fact is protected from mutations. The cancer cell potentially has access to all of this and can upregulate or downregulate any number of strategies used for survival and proliferation during embryogenesis, development, and normal adaptation to environmental stresses. The concept that a mutation is needed to confer resistance is built into the Norton−Simon model, which has dictated cancer therapy practice for 5 decades (26) .
The conventional view of the well-known emergence of drug resistance in cancer is that the initial stages are driven by substitutions that are random and independent events (27) . In the conventional view, once a set of substitutions occur, selective pressure (i.e., chemotherapy for cancer) from the environment selects advantageous mutants out of this ensemble of substitutions, with a background of neutral fitness passenger substitutions carried along with the driver substitutions that change fitness (28) . In the case of cancer cells under mutagenic stress, substitutions are perhaps random, but the frequency of the substitutions is increased by the stress-induced mutagenesis, so that drugs used in chemotherapy perversely can play a crucial role in the acceleration of the evolution of drug resistance (29) . Here we chose the mutagenic chemotherapy drug doxorubicin as a mutagen, used a strong spatial selective pressure created by chemotherapy gradients, and used rapid fixation of substitutions within a metapopulation to accelerate the evolution of drug resistance in cancer, unlike the conventional protocol of gradually increasing in time the drug concentration (temporal drug gradients (11) . Clearly, time-dependent chemotherapy gradients are also important in an in vivo setting, but that is beyond the scope of this paper.
An important question that we cannot answer here is: Were the de novo substitutions generated spontaneously or induced by stress? It is experimentally challenging to prove the existence of stress-induced mutagenesis, via upregulation of error-prone DNA polymerases or repressing DNA repair enzymes, because de novo mutation and selection usually come together (29) . However, we observed upregulation of polymerase delta-interacting protein (POLDIP2) of DR cells in our experiments. POLDIP2 is known to support DNA polymerase λ in translesion synthesis, which often has low fidelity (high propensity to insert wrong bases) on undamaged templates relative to regular polymerases and may induce de novo substitutions (29, 30) . This error-prone recovery also protects DR cells from oxidative damage caused by doxorubicin (31, 32) . Another question is the role that cancer plays in development (25) and the transition from unicellular to multicellular behavior, and the role that cancer has played as an evolutionary variable (33) . Because we show that up-expressed nonsubstituted genes and highly substituted genes are predominantly ancient genes, perhaps cancer represents a return to unicellularity that is represented by these crucial and ancient genes, with cancer allowing substitutions in, or abandoning higher-level genes associated with, multicellular cooperation (34) . Clearly, with our limited data set, in this paper, we cannot address this question in a deeply quantitative way, but we hope we can point to different ways of viewing how cancer has influenced the process of development and its possible ancient origins. 
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